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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a high-availability system architecture
called INDRA — an INtegrated framework for Dependable
and Revivable Architecture that enhances a multicore proces-
sor (or CMP) with novel security and fault recovery mecha-
nisms. INDRA represents the first effort to create remote at-
tack immune, self-healing network services using the emerg-
ing multicore processors. By exploring the property of a
tightly-coupled multicore system, INDRA pioneers several
concepts. It creates a hardware insulation, establishes fine-
grained fault monitoring, exploits monitoring/backup con-
currency, and facilitates fast recovery services with minimal
performance impact. In addition, INDRA’s fault/exploit
monitoring is implemented in software rather than in hard-
ware logic, thereby providing better flexibility and upgradabil-
ity. To provide efficient service recovery and thus improve
service availability, we propose a novel delta state backup
and recovery on-demand mechanism in INDRA that sub-
stantially outperforms conventional checkpointing schemes.
We demonstrate and evaluate INDRA’s capability and per-
formance using real network services and a cycle-level archi-
tecture simulator. As indicated by our performance results,
INDRA is highly effective in establishing a more dependable
system with high service availability using emerging multi-
core processors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite a considerable number of software [20, 12, 11] and

hardware techniques [13, 31] proposed for detecting remote
software exploit attacks, little attention was paid to the im-
portance of software and service recovery. The continua-
tion of disrupted services on compromised systems is typi-
cally hard, if not totally impossible. Conventional recovery
practices remain not only cumbersome and error-prone but
also costly in terms of administrative and financial resources.
Sometimes, the disrupted services cannot be recovered for
days or even weeks after the attacks.

Recently, new research has been conducted, such as buffer
overrun aware compilers, automatic self-recovery, and auto-
matic software patch generation [27, 28] for addressing the
issue of service availability in the face of a remote exploit
attack. In a broader sense, loss of network services could
be caused by many reasons. Table 1 classifies the possible
threats to network services and their previously proposed re-
covery schemes. The focus of this research is in the recovery

of network services caused by malicious remote exploit at-
tacks. During such attacks, the hacker sends a huge volume
of network packets targeted at a specific network service or
a network server. These malicious packets can corrupt the
network service or cause the service to terminate thereafter.
When compared with the effect of a random fault, a remote
exploit attack is deterministic in nature. If a system is vul-
nerable, then it is possible that some or all of the packets
sent during an attack are sure to compromise the server and
its services. An unpatched and vulnerable machine will in-
vite frequent and recurring attacks. Therefore, special han-
dling is required when recovering from a service loss due to
these remote attacks. Currently employed solutions such as
replication of services or redundant execution, may not work
for service recovery from remote exploits. When compared
with other service failures, remote exploit attacks are a far
more serious threat to service availability. In some cases,
service providers are blackmailed by the attackers to either
satisfy to their demands or suffer a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack [22].

In this paper, we propose a system architecture called
INDRA — an INtegrated framework for Dependable and
Revivable Architectures.1 INDRA provides necessary hard-
ware support for constructing an efficient self-healing net-
work service infrastructure in the event of a remote exploit
attack. INDRA also introduces a new programming model
to support better security, reliability, and availability for
the emerging multicore processors or chip multiprocessors
(CMP). It exploits the characteristics of a multicore proces-
sor in order to provide secure and non-disruptive network
services. The main characteristics and advantages of our
system are:

• Consolidated security and revivability. INDRA
achieves better security and revivability by leveraging
a multicore platform and designing the system around
one or more protected processing components (called res-
urrector cores) that are insulated from remote attacks.
This is done by imposing an asymmetric configuration
to the different cores on a multicore processor. One or
more cores are configured to run at higher privilege lev-
els and assigned the role of monitoring the rest of the
processor cores (or resurrectee cores). The resurrector
core executes a runtime software module that monitors

1INDRA is a Hindu god who can revive dead warriors on
the battlefield.
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Causes of Network Service Loss
Accidental Aging Intentional

Solutions Permanent Buffer
Transient Heisenbugs Damage DoS Overflow

Replication Software-based [7]
√ √ √

Hardware-based [6, 15, 25]
√ √ √

Rejuvenation [17]
√

Checkpoint App Level [10]
√ √ √

Hardware-based [29, 24]
√ √ √

Remote exploit self-recovery [27, 28]
√ √

Table 1: Taxonomy of Network Service Loss

the services running on the resurrectee cores and detects
traces of corruption. It ensures revivability in the face
of remote exploit attacks and loss of service.

• High efficiency monitoring, backup and recovery.
INDRA executes network services on real processors in
native mode and uses novel architectural features for
concurrent state monitoring and efficient state backup.
When any resurrectee is either compromised or suffer a
service failure as a result of a DoS attack, the resurrector
will trigger the resurrectee to swiftly terminate the faulty
service request, recover its corrupted state on-demand,
and safely revoke the damage done by the remote ex-
ploits.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly discuss service revivability issues caused by re-
mote exploit attacks and network service loss due to these
attacks. Section 3 presents the INDRA architecture. Sec-
tion 4 shows security and performance evaluation, followed
by related work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. REMOTE ATTACK INSULATION AND
SERVICE REVIVABILITY

The objective of this research is to create an autonomic
system that supports revivable network services that are im-
mune from remote exploit attacks. Revivability guarantees
a non-disruptive service and swift recovery from erroneous
states caused by remote exploit attacks. We achieve this
goal by providing three key features in INDRA: 1) the abil-
ity to implement a component which is insulated from re-
mote exploits. This component is the nucleus over which
other security services such as faulty state monitoring and
service recovery can be reliably deployed; 2) the ability to
detect erroneous and corrupted states during software exe-
cution; 3) the ability to automatically recover compromised
services with minimal performance impact.

2.1 Threat and Fault Model
Buffer overflow attacks remain the most popular exploited

vulnerability [5]. Typical buffer overflows include stack smash-
ing, which causes control transfer to maliciously injected
code [5], overwriting of heaps or function pointer tables, and
format string attacks [26]. The ability to exploit a buffer
overflow allows an attacker to possibly inject arbitrary code
into an execution path. If executed, the injected malicious
code could give the attacker unauthorized access or allow
malicious replication of code (e.g., worms). From a service
availability perspective, a buffer overflow may corrupt the
internal state of a service application and cause service fail-
ure. Moreover, even if the hacker did not gain root privileges
through a buffer overflow, the attacks could still bring down
the system due to the corruption of the application’s mem-

ory space.
Furthermore, network services such as DNS and Email

are also vulnerable and sensitive to DoS attacks. For ex-
ample, in Windows NT, it is possible to bring down the
entire system by sending remote out of band data to an es-
tablished Windows connection [1]. Another example is the
teardrop attack and its variants also targeted for NT [1].
These attacks can cause NT to freeze and eventually dis-
play the “blue screen of death” soon after the attack.

2.2 Intrusion Revivable and Instant Recover-
able Multicore System

Remote exploit attack insulation and service revivability
are two separate concepts. A remote exploit attack proof
component within the system is a necessity for creating truly
revivable network services. Such a component serves as the
last line of defense for service recovery. Without it, the
whole system could be compromised or suffers a service fail-
ure in which self-recovery would be impossible. However,
the existence of such a component itself is not sufficient for
creating revivable services unless there is some additional
mechanism for state introspection, backup, and recovery.

Revivable computing prolongs service availability by al-
lowing vulnerable software or compromised systems to con-
tinue execution but doing so in an insulated environment
where techniques of self-healing and fully autonomic recov-
ery are applied. In the face of remote attacks, instead of
terminating the vulnerable, corrupted application or sys-
tem, an intrusion revivable system tries to repair damages
instantly and restores the system/application in real-time to
a normal safe flow. The damages include memory corrup-
tion, destruction of critical data structures resulting from
buffer overflows, and system data corruption. The repair
is based on timely backup of important machine states. It
serves as a temporary solution before a complete solution
such as a new patch is available. Recurring exploits may
continue ”infecting” or ”wounding” the system. However,
the system, ideally, can quickly recover from the ”wounds”
and continues to serve legitimate and well-behaved clients.

It is important to note that alternative solutions, such
as restarting the compromised service or using replicated
servers do not guarantee service availability under remote
exploit attacks. The reason behind this is that the adver-
saries can repeatedly launch attacks (e.g. DoS), causing
services to fail. After such a service failure, the data con-
tained in the temporary storage areas such as file buffers
with requests from well-behaved clients would be lost. Af-
ter a reboot, legitimate clients may still suffer from denial of
service because the servers might not be able to handle their
traffic due to repeated attack attempts. INDRA solves this
problem through a swift micro-level recovery. It has two dis-
tinctive features. First, it tries to repair damages caused by
malicious requests in real time. Second, it tries to process
every received service request. In this paper, we propose
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Figure 1: Comparison of Different Design
Paradigms

building such a highly dependable and revivable system us-
ing the emerging multicore processors.

2.3 Why Multicore Processors?
All the current multicore (or CMP) designs are config-

ured symmetrically from the perspective of security. We
are proposing a new multicore paradigm called asymmet-
ric configuration. Our asymmetric multicore configuration
would support self-healing and intrusion tolerant comput-
ing by imposing a security structure onto the multiple cores.
Figure 1 compares several different design options for con-
structing self-recoverable services to counter remote exploit
attacks. The figure compares asymmetric multicore, SMT,
virtual machine, SMP, and application instrumentation in
three key metrics. They are: 1) remote exploit attack im-
munity; 2) detectability; and 3) potential performance over-
head. Among all the alternatives, the multicore, virtual
machine, and SMP provide a means for the monitor’s state
to remain isolated from the application’s state, thus may
achieve better remote exploit immunity than the SMT or
the application instrumentation based design. In terms of
detectability, multicore is more flexible because the moni-
toring and the monitored cores are on the same die. It is
possible to inspect internal execution status in finer granu-
larity when using a multicore compared to an SMP. In terms
of performance overhead, multicore enables concurrent state
introspection and service execution, therefore causes less re-
source conflicts than designs that demand more processing
resource sharing, such as virtual machine or SMT. SMP de-
sign is constrained by throughput of the external bus be-
tween processors while multicore can deliver higher inter-
core throughput.

2.3.1 Multi-level Insulation
The processor cores on a multicore die can be configured

with different security privileges. A security enhanced mul-
ticore BIOS may have a configuration setting that allows a
local user to configure security privileges for different cores.
The high privileged ones are granted access to all the hard-
ware resources including the entire memory space and I/O
devices and all the DMA engines. The low privileged cores
can only access memory assigned to them with constrained
physical memory space and limited access to the peripherals.

This asymmetric multicore configuration creates a hard-
ware sandbox for a system running generic services on the
low privileged cores and a system running security services
on the high privileged cores. The two systems are not only
physically insulated but also running different OSes. Such
strong insulation provides high assurance for service recov-
erability and availability.

2.3.2 Fine-grained Internal State Logging
High speed sharing of internal state information between

processors are made possible via a multicore that enables
the privileged cores to examine internal information from
the low privileged cores for security inspection. The infor-
mation obtained from monitoring the low privileged cores
include fetched instructions from the unified L2 cache to L1
exclusive I-cache,2 control flow status, and other information
necessary for detecting system corruption [20]. This capa-
bility can be easily implemented in a multicore because it
only gathers information at the interface and requires no in-
ternal processor pipeline change. The gathered information
is sent to the high privileged cores via a hardware FIFO. The
high privileged core pulls out the information and inspects
for suspicious behavior. A virtual machine monitor [14] is
another technique for internal state inspection. When com-
pared with a virtual machine monitor, a multicore has the
following advantages. First, virtual machines comprise na-
tive execution and emulation. State inspection is only con-
ducted when execution switches from the native mode to
the emulation mode. The execution of native code is not
monitored. This means that it has less inspection coverage.
Second, emulation in a virtual machine is slow. INDRA ex-
ecutes all software in the native mode and achieves better
performance than the virtual machine emulation.

2.3.3 Tight Processor Core Coupling and Control
The tightly coupled processor cores in a multicore system

facilitates an easy implementation of controlling mechanisms
under which the privileged cores can send signals to stall the
corrupted low privileged cores, cause their pipelines to flush,
trigger the state recovery of the compromised services in a
timely manner, and resume their execution from a known
good point.

2.3.4 Reconfigurability
An asymmetric multicore model can be configured to run

in symmetric mode where each processor core has equal priv-
ilege. All the cores can be booted from the same operating
system when security protection is not needed. Mode con-
figuration can be done in the BIOS, thereby making such a
system highly flexible under different given security require-
ments.

2Hardware ensures that codes in the L1 instruction (IL1)
cache cannot be modified. This means that the L2 to L1
interface is the natural point for monitoring injected code
attacks.
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Figure 2: INDRA architecture

3. INDRA ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we detail INDRA and show how it is used

to provide high-availability services. Figure 2 depicts a block
diagram of the INDRA architecture. As illustrated, the ar-
chitecture contains one core called resurrector3 configured as
our high privileged core and several cores called resurrectees
with lower privileges. Service applications are deployed on
the resurrectees. The resurrector runs special software that
is responsible for monitoring the system for state corrup-
tion. The memory subsystem for INDRA is also partitioned
based on privilege levels for the resurrector and resurrectee
cores. The resurrectees may only access the un-shaded part
of the system in the figure. They cannot change or read the
physical memory space of the resurrector. This configura-
tion is used to maintain proper insulation. The resurrector,
however, can read and write the entire address space.

3.1 Asymmetric Multicore and Insulation
INDRA enhances a multicore with security features to en-

able revivable services. The key idea is to create a security
hierarchy among different processing cores by assigning dif-
ferent privilege levels and tasks to different cores. For clarity,
we limit our discussion to a multicore configured with one
single resurrector core and multiple resurrectee cores. The
design principle, however, can be extended easily to a mul-
ticore with more than one resurrector. Now we present how
INDRA enhances insulation for security services in order to
prevent remote exploits.

3.1.1 Remote exploit insulation
Specific design features are proposed in INDRA in order

to enable remote attack insulation of the resurrector. These
features isolate the resurrector and the resurrectees in such a
manner so that the resurrector is invisible and transparent
from the resurrectees. Corrupted memory space or a bad
state in the resurrectees are self-contained which makes it
impossible for them to affect the state of the resurrector.
This is guaranteed by the following specific design features.

• Dual or multiple-systems: The resurrector and the res-
urrectees run different operating systems. Corruption or
compromise of the system executed by the resurrectees

3Only one resurrector core is shown in the figure for clarity.
Having more resurrector cores is possible.

Table 2: Remote Exploit Inspection
Inspection Stack Injected Function Pointer /

Smash Codes Virtual Function

Function Call /
√

Return
Code Origin

√

Control Transfer
√

Inspection

have no effect on the system of the resurrector. The two
systems are isolated from each other. In addition, the
two systems may be even two different operating sys-
tems. For example one is Windows and the other is
Linux.

• Memory space isolation: The resurrector has access to
all the physical memory space while the resurrectees can
only access the physical memory space allocated to them
by the resurrector. The limited access privilege to the
physical memory space is enforced by the INDRA hard-
ware memory watchdog.

• Network isolation: The resurrector does not host net-
work services. The resurrector is basically quarantined
from the remote exploits.

3.1.2 Boot sequence
The booting procedure of INDRA is also unique. When an

INDRA multicore system is configured to run in the asym-
metric mode with one or more processing elements as the
resurrectors, one resurrector will be selected as the boot-
strap processor and boot first from the regular BIOS and
run the light-weight RTS stored in the flash memory. Af-
ter the resurrector core is successfully booted, it sets security
parameters and assigns access rights to the physical memory
space to the resurrectee cores. The resurrector will hide the
original BIOS and the RTS from the resurrectees and exclu-
sively allocate space for itself. Each memory access issued
by either the resurrector or a resurrectee core is tagged with
the core’s ID. A simple hardware check is implemented to
guarantee that the resurrectees are prohibited from access-
ing space belonging to the resurrector core. The resurrector
duplicates a version of the BIOS in the space accessible by
the resurrectees. Then it informs the resurrectees so that
they can start to boot from the full operating system.

3.2 Monitoring and Introspection
One of the primary tasks of the resurrector is monitoring.

It not only detects corruption caused by remote exploit at-
tacks, but also checks for the well-being of the resurrectees.
All the monitoring services are implemented in software,
hence it is straightforward to configure the monitoring ser-
vice based on the security requirements and policies. When
any error, misbehavior, or corruption is detected, the resur-
rector will stall the affected resurrectee core and signal the
recovery process.

To monitor the resurrectees, necessary information about
them must be provided to the resurrector. This is achieved
by the resurrectee core hardware (alternatively, traces or
necessary information can also be provided by instrumented
software on the resurrectee cores). Different exploit attacks
can be detected using different types of trace or log infor-
mation.4 Table 2 summaries the exploits and how they can
be detected. The resurrector receives trace information from

4How to use trace information for detecting remote attacks
were well studied and is outside the scope of this paper.
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either a designated port or from specially mapped I/O regis-
ters. For example, The resurrectee sends committed instruc-
tion information traces to the resurrector through a FIFO.
The resurrector fetches data from the FIFO through spe-
cial input registers. The following subsections discuss state
inspection in details.

3.2.1 Function Call/Return
In one approach, the resurrectee can spit a trace of func-

tion calls (target address, return address, and stack pointer)
and function returns to the resurrector. The resurrectee di-
rects the function call/return trace into the shared FIFO.
The resurrector retrieves the information and verify that for
every function call, execution always returns to the correct
next instruction after the function call is returned. This is
sufficient for detection of remote exploit attacks that over-
write the function return address, which accounts for the
majority of buffer overflow based attacks. The resurrector’s
monitor ensures that each function always returns to the
next instruction following the call. Some special cases in-
clude setjmp or longjmp. Setjmp or longjmp targets need to
be verified against the list of valid control transfer targets,
thus it is also considered as part of the introspection mech-
anism. The env by setjmp will restore the register state,
thus the call/return monitoring and introspection will be
resumed after the longjmp completes and program resumes
from the instruction after setjmp.

3.2.2 Code Origin Inspection
Inspecting the origin of the executing code is a simple,

effective way to prevent the majority of code injection at-
tacks. Using a patched kernel based on IA32, non-executable
restriction can be applied to both stack pages [2] and data
pages [3]. In [20], a dynamic software rewriting kernel called
RIO is used to inspect the code origin during code transfor-
mation. Implementing code origin inspection in INDRA is
straightforward. Either the application or the OS process
manager can inform the resurrector regarding the execution
privileges associated with the application’s memory pages
once the application’s binary is loaded from disk. During
runtime, the resurrector must ensure that only the instruc-
tions loaded from the original memory pages, along with its
assigned execution privileges, can be moved to the instruc-
tion L1 cache. Inspection is performed only once before the
instructions are moved to the IL1 and they cannot be al-
tered in any way through software exploits. In INDRA, if
the code does not come from the original memory page with
the designated execution privilege, loading it to the IL1 will
trigger a fault.

INDRA also supports dynamically modifiable code and
self-modified code in a manner similar to [20]. The code
must be explicitly declared and given a reserved memory
space. The resurrectee provides the address space of any self-
modifying code to the resurrector. Execution of dynamic
code is restricted to its own memory space and enforced by
the resurrector. Since the information is kept in the resur-
rector and hidden from the resurrectees, it is impossible for
remote attacks to forge security attributes of an arbitrary
memory page. As shown in [20], inspecting code origin can
prevent most of the buffer overflow attacks.

The workload of code origin verification will be propor-
tional to the number of IL1 misses. To further reduce the
workload of code origin monitoring, INDRA uses a simple
filtering mechanism which maintains a small set of recently
encountered fetched code page addresses in a content ad-
dressable memory (CAM). When a line is fetched, the res-

urrectee core will look up the block’s page address in the
CAM, if there is no match, the resurrectee will send the
page address to the monitor for inspection. Our research
shows that a CAM of only 32 page addresses can effectively
filter out more than 90% code origin checks.

Note that the proposed code origin verification approach
provides better protection than the simple hardware based
solution using execution flag for memory pages because the
execution flag does not prevent tampering of the execution
flag, thus a non-executable page can become executable [20].

3.2.3 Control Transfer Inspection
INDRA allows arbitrary security policies on program con-

trol transfer. As discussed in [20], many of the deployed ex-
ploits on program control transfer can be stopped by enforc-
ing a restricted control transfer policy. For example, func-
tion export and import lists created by the compiler can be
used to verify the validity of each cross segment function call.
Indirect function calls to shared libraries can be checked to
ensure that they always invoke library functions through de-
fined entry points. A piece of software on the resurrector can
inspect executed control transfer instructions and verifies
the target and source address against application’s symbol
table and the shared library’s export/import list. Such con-
trol transfer information can be provided by the resurrectee
to the resurrector when a service program is started. Under
the assumption that code pages are protected with read-only
restriction, only computed control transfer and indirect calls
require vigorous target address inspection.

3.2.4 False Positive vs. False Negative
It is important to point out that INDRA’s security inspec-

tion is behavior based. Unlike some intrusion detection sys-
tems that use circumstantial evidence or packet signatures,
INDRA rarely has false positives. When one of the three
aforementioned inspection conditions is satisfied, something
is certainly wrong. For instance, if a function does not re-
turn to its caller, there is certainly an error. According to
the code origin inspection, if information stored in a stack
or data page is executed, one can conclude that functional-
ity is incorrect. If, during control flow inspection, execution
jumps to an instruction that was not originally defined as
a jump target by the compiler, one can conclude that the
functionality is incorrect.

However, the above three inspection schemes are not suffi-
cient to cover all possible state corruptions and consequences
of remote attacks. Therefore, INDRA could potentially gen-
erate false negatives, meaning some corruption triggered by
remote exploit attacks may not be detected. This issue may
be fixed at the software level as the inspection module itself
is based on software. How to detect new exploits is a topic
for security computing and requires future research.

3.2.5 Synchronization
The relative speed between regular software execution in

the resurrectees and the speed of monitoring in the resur-
rector is a critical determinant in the overall performance
of INDRA. In many cases, tens or even hundreds of in-
structions on the resurrector side need to be executed for
every instruction from the resurrectees that requires veri-
fication. However, the real gap between these two is far
less than the disparity shown by counting the number of in-
structions because the resurrectee cores may stall and wait
for cache misses or I/O inputs to continue, which provides
needed slack for the resurrector. Furthermore, the resur-
rector does not check every retired or executed instruction.
For example, to verify code origin, only code missing IL1 re-
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quires checking. In certain situations, the resurrectees and
the resurrector have to synchronize with each other. First,
when the resurrectees are writing to the I/O memory or
DMA-writing to peripheral devices such as the hard-drive
or network interface, the resurrectees will stall their I/O op-
erations until all the previous instructions are verified by
the resurrector. Second, when a resurrectee issues a sys-
tem call, software interrupt, or context switch, it will stall
until all the previous instructions are properly verified and
checked. Third, when the shared FIFO queue is full, the
resurrectees who want to add more check requests to the
queue will stall until some space in the queue is released.
According to our profile analysis, a buffer of a few KB is
sufficient to eliminate the majority of stalls caused by buffer
synchronization.

3.3 State Backup and Recovery
High efficiency memory state backup is crucial for instant

service recovery. INDRA’s state backup and recovery are
based on the observation that the majority of network ser-
vice applications are driven by network requests. The idea
itself is simple. Upon the receipt of a new network service
request by a server application, the server will issue a re-
quest to the hardware. The hardware will take a virtual
state snapshot to allow rollback to this state later if an ex-
ploit or memory corruption is detected. INDRA’s backup
and recovery mechanism handles three types of states, ap-
plication’s execution state (register context and program
counter), memory state, and system resource allocation state.

3.3.1 Memory State Backup and Recovery
There are many existing software [27, 28] and hardware

techniques [30] for memory state backup. INDRA uses a
novel and efficient delta page based approach for high speed
memory state backup and instant rollback. The cost of state
backup is amortized over regular software execution. The
technique assigns a physical backup page in memory to each
virtual page requiring backup. Only the cache lines that are
modified are stored in the backup page.

Table 3 compares several macro-level memory backup
schemes. Note that INDRA cannot take advantage of some
of the micro level checkpointing schemes that keep check-
pointing state or incremental memory updates in on-chip
cache or buffer [18, 24, 29]. Most of these techniques were
designed to support state recovery for branch misprediction,
precise interrupt, or transient faults that often have a short
time window between checkpointing and recovery. This does
not apply to corruption induced by remote exploits such as
buffer overflow. It often takes hundreds of thousands to
even million of instructions for a server application to pro-
cess a network service request. In this large time window,
there could be tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of
memory updates or even context switches. It is impractical
to hold all backup changes or memory logs on-chip.

Note that using hardware to incrementally store memory
update into a log stack [18, 33] is fast in terms of backup
speed but slow at recovery because the hardware has to undo
the changes sequentially for each record in the log. Another
technique of replacing an active page with an entire backup
page in TLB facilitates fast recovery but with very slow
backup because it has to back up the entire active page
regardlessly. Our profiling study shows that for each net-
work request, a server application may modify many mem-
ory pages but for each modified page, only a small number
of lines are modified. The traditional virtual checkpoint-
ing technique of copying an entire dirty memory page incurs

Figure 3: Backup Page Record

too much overhead. INDRA’s memory backup is designed to
address this problem by storing only dirty lines on-demand.

Global and Local Checkpointing Timestamp. Vir-
tual memory checkpointing employs a global memory check-
point counter, called Global TimeStamp (GTS).5 Each time
a server application receives a new network request, the
server application issues a system call that increments the
GTS register. For each virtual memory page, there is a Lo-
cal memory checkpoint TimeStamp (LTS). When the resur-
rectee core writes a memory page, if the GTS is greater than
the page’s LTS, it implies that the dirty line needs backup.
If a backup page is not assigned yet, the hardware will allo-
cate a new backup page. A backup page stores the original
values of all the first time modified lines of a virtual page
since a global checkpoint. The virtual page with all the cur-
rent values is called an active page. For example, a backup
page for virtual page x with LTS=5 means that it stores the
original memory lines of page x that are modified since the
GTS becomes 5. INDRA also assigns a dirty block bitvector
to indicate which lines were backed up prior to modification.

Backup Page Record. For each backup page, there is a
backup page record stored in the external memory as shown
in Figure 3. The backup page record maintains four fields:
the physical address of a backup page, the LTS, the dirty
bitvector, and the rollback bitvector. The rollback bitvector
is a bitmap of all the memory lines whose values in an ac-
tive page should be replaced by the values of its backup page
during a recovery. The use of these two bitvectors enables
INDRA to perform incremental backup and state rollback
concurrently without the overhead of an “explicit” memory
rollback. In other words, whenever a malicious exploit is
detected, INDRA will immediately process the next request
without inducing an explicit rollback, i.e. no memory copy-
ing. During the processing of the subsequent request, IN-
DRA will automatically store new changes and rollback the
previous changes made by the previous troublesome request.
This way, both the overheads of memory checkpointing and
recovery are amortized with the application’s execution.

To expedite the access, INDRA extends the TLB to in-
clude the corresponding backup page record for each page
stored in TLB as illustrated in Figure 3. For clarity, the ex-
ample assumes that there are only eight cache lines for each
memory page. When a new virtual page is brought into the
TLB, its corresponding backup page record is also brought

5This GTS is maintained in a hardware register for each
service application as part of the process context. It needs
to backup during context switches.
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Table 3: Comparison of Macro Memory Backup Approaches Supporting Recovery
Approach Explanation Backup Recovery

software checkpointing [23] backup entire page when modified copy all dirty pages, slow fast, modify page translation
memory update log [28] transactional memory update, fast undo update according to

memory update log the log, slow
hardware supported backup dirty pages on demand copy dirty page on demand, slow fast, modify TLB entry

virtual checkpointing [8]
INDRA delta backup pages, fast, no page copy fast, no page copy

backup only dirty cache lines
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Figure 4: Processing of Memory Write
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Figure 5: Processing of Memory Read

into the backup page table by the recovery system.
Flowcharts in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show how INDRA

processes server application’s memory read and write ac-
cesses. Figure 6 illustrates how a server application uses IN-
DRA’s backup and recovery mechanism. To elucidate these
flowcharts, the following example is provided.

An Example of INDRA Recovery. This example il-
lustrates how INDRA incrementally stores memory backup
and performs rollback recovery when a malicious network
request triggers a fault. We use one application memory
page, called page p as example. Figure 7 shows the history
of memory accesses to page p for several network requests
and the status related to page p’s backup information.

Action 1 (the first row) shows the initial state of page
p’s backup page. Assume that page p’s LTS is 3 while the
GTS was increased to 5. Action 2 is a memory write to

Handle Network
Service Request

Failed? YesNo

−for every backup page p−GTS++ RollbackBV(p) = 

Start

RollbackBV(p) | DirtyBV(p)−record system resource  
 allocation status
−record process context  −restore system resource allocation

RollbackValid(p) = 1 

−restore process context (PC, regfile, etc.)

Figure 6: Processing of Service Request
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Figure 7: Example — History of Backup States
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line 7 of page p. Since the current GTS is greater than the
page’s LTS, INDRA clears the old dirty bitvector, copies
line 7 into a backup page before overwriting it, sets the
corresponding bit of the dirty bitvector, and updates the
page’s LTS with the GTS. Action 3 is another memory write
to page p that sets the dirty bitvector and backs up line 2
without updating p’s LTS as p’s LTS was synchronized to
the GTS already. The next Action is yet another write to
the same line 2. INDRA checks the dirty bitvector which
indicates that a backup copy prior to the current request
already exists. Therefore, INDRA overwrites line 2 directly.

If a buffer overrun or other type of intrusion or state cor-
ruption is detected by the resurrector core, the resurrector
will interrupt and stall the resurrectee core. For each backup
page, the resurrector will set the rollback valid bit, update
the rollback bitvector by bitwise OR-ing the backup page’s
dirty bitvector and its current rollback bitvector, and clears
the page’s dirty bitvector. The 5th Action in Figure 7 shows
the resulting status. Then the resurectee’s interrupt handler
will rollback the application’s context (e.g. PC, regsiter file)
back to the state when the GTS is incremented to 5, which
corresponds to the state before the faulty request was pro-
cessed. Then the resurrectee resumes the server application
and continues processing the next service request.

Action 6 shows that the server application issues a mem-
ory read to line 7 of p while its corresponding rollback bit is
set. Instead of reading the line from the active page, INDRA
will copy the same line from the backup page, and clear the
corresponding bit of the rollback bitvector to indicate that
the line has been recovered. The 7th Action shows a mem-
ory write to line 1 of p. The same operations in Action 3
are applied.

Assume that the next network request is also malicious,
causing the server application to fail again. In this case,
INDRA has to rollback damages caused by both the current
network request and the one before. INDRA needs only
to follow the same procedure as shown in Action 5. After
that, the server application is resumed to process the next
request.

If nothing goes wrong during the process of this request,
the server application will increment the GTS for the next
request. The last Action in Figure 7 shows a memory write
to page p after the GTS is increased.

Overhead of Backup Space. It is important to point
out that INDRA allocates delta backup pages on demand.
Thus it does not have significant physical memory overhead.
Our profiling study shows that on average about 50 pages are
touched during the inter-packet processing interval. Note
that the actual number of dirty lines inside the 50 pages are
much smaller. The overall overhead is small comparing with
the size of today’s system memory.

Protection of Backup Space. The backup page records
and all backup pages are allocated and managed by the IN-
DRA’s operating system and invisible to the service applica-
tions. Therefore, they cannot be corrupted by the exploits
into the application’s virtual memory space. Note that the
rollback, when a recovery is needed, is completely handled
by the INDRA recovery mechanism, not the service appli-
cation itself.

3.3.2 Hybrid Recovery Scheme
Each time INDRA increments the GTS register, it as-

sumes that either the application is in a healthy state or
the application has recovered from a previous failure. This
assumption is generally true if a malicious request imme-
diately triggers corruption or service failure after it is pro-

− issue application Checkpoint

−for every backup page p
RollbackBV(p) | DirtyBV(p)RollbackBV(p) = 

−restore system resource allocation
RollbackValid(p) = 1 

−restore process context

Failed? YesNo

−GTS++
fails > threshold ? No

Yes

No Yes

−rollback to previous
application checkpoint

# of consecutive

# of processed
requests>10,000

Handle Network
Service Request

Start

 allocation
−record system resource 

−record process context 

Figure 8: Hybrid Recovery Scheme

cessed. This covers a majority of the DoS exploit attacks.
In other words, INDRA’s micro recovery mechanism always
rolls back by one service request when something is wrong.
However, there may exist some well-contrived exploit at-
tacks we call ”dormant” attacks. These ”dormant” attacks
may cause damage to server applications but the server is
able to continue serving many new requests before it fails
due to damage inflicted by past requests. It is recommended
that INDRA combine slow paced macro checkpointing tech-
nique with its swift request based recovery. After responding
to a number of requests, the server OS will issue an appli-
cation checkpoint [23]. The result is a hybrid dual recov-
ery mechanism as shown in Figure 8. INDRA combines its
micro-level per request based recovery with the slow and in-
frequent application level recovery. Since the software check-
point is performed infrequently. e.g. once every 10,000 pro-
cessed requests, the performance impact will be small. If
something bad happens, INDRA first tries the micro recov-
ery process by assuming that the damages are caused by the
previous handled service request. If INDRA cannot recover
a corrupted server application using this swift recovery ap-
proach, it will use the traditional application checkpointing
instead.

3.3.3 System Resource Recovery
With respect to process context and resources, INDRA

maintains the file descriptors, the environment of the pro-
cess and other allocated system resources. During recovery,
resources allocated after the backup request will be freed.
Files opened after the checkpoint will be closed. Opened files
before the checkpoint will remain open after rollback. All
child processes (might be a malicious child process) spawned
by the application after backup are killed and newly allo-
cated memory pages are reclaimed. However, INDRA does
not restore all the possible system states. States associated
with inter-process communication, messages, and signals are
not recovered. The system does not rollback any changes to
the files, or messages and signals already sent. If the ap-
plication logs the malicious request to a log file, then the
information will remain in the file for audit and inspection.
Note that INDRA’s recovery approach is designed for the
scenario of network oriented server applications and remote
exploit attacks. It is not meant to be a general recovery
approach for any type of programs. In case the application
cannot be properly recovered, the system will use traditional
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recovery approach.

3.3.4 Connection State Recovery
It is important to point out that INDRA recovers at the

application level, not the network or transport protocol level.
INDRA does not cause connection upset at transport layer
for both stateless protocol such as UDP or state protocol
such as TCP. In addition, different from system network,
transport protocols designed for Internet such as TCP has
built-in support for tolerating lost packets and re-synchronizing
states between two end points. Furthermore, different from
the conventional transaction based recovery, INDRA does
not intend to recover the failed request and respond to it
again. INDRA does not care or bother to recover the connec-
tion between the server application and a malicious client.
As a response of recovery, a server application may after
recovery terminate the faulty or malicious connection. For
most server applications such as HTTP and DNS, the appli-
cation level connection is stateless. This means that every
new network request will initiate a new connection and the
connection is terminated after the request is served. It is
important to keep in mind that INDRA only cares for con-
nections from well-behaved clients who have not sent any
requests that corrupt the server.

3.4 Limitation
Although INDRA provides better capability of intrusion

tolerance and service revivability than prior approaches, there
are limitations. INDRA does not promise to handle all con-
ceivable attacks and recover from all possible corrupted ma-
chine states. It focuses mainly on service loss caused by
malicious network input. However, INDRA does create a
system architecture that allows for future advanced detec-
tion and recovery techniques to be studied and deployed.
In addition, INDRA’s architectural design does not attempt
any file system recovery assuming that all disk writes are
issued by verified program execution (synchronization de-
scribed in Section 3.2.5) and properly checked. In addition,
the resurrector, even though insulated from remote exploit
attacks, is subject to physical tampering, e.g. re-flashing the
flash memory that activates the resurrector. INDRA is also
not a replacement for the conventional means of patching
software vulnerabilities. Last, INDRA does not handle at-
tacks that jam a network channel, e.g. router flooding. Such
problems are outside the server and should be countered by
network-oriented security solutions.

4. EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed INDRA and its monitoring and

recovery techniques, we used Bochs [19] and TAXI [32] frame-
work. Bochs, a full-system x86 emulator, models the entire
platform including network device, hard drive, VGA, and
other devices to support the execution of a complete OS
and its applications. TAXI is a Simplescalar simulator with
x86 front-end for our performance analysis. Architectural
support for INDRA such as automatic L2 cache to instruc-
tion L1 cache trace, memory state backup/rollback and the
required processor state rollback were implemented.

Our hardware framework emulates a dual-core processor
with shared memory for synchronization and data commu-
nication. One core is configured to run a full-blown Redhat
Linux 6.0 and network applications and the second core is
designated as the resurrector running a simple runtime sys-
tem based on a stripped down tiny Linux stored in a flash
memory. The resurrector boots from the runtime system;
the entire system including the security software is less than

Parameters Values

Fetch/Decode width 8
Issue/Commit width 8

L1 I-Cache DM, 16KB, 32B line
L1 D-Cache DM, 16KB, 32B line
L2 Cache 4way, Unified, 64B line, WB cache

512KB for each core
L1/L2 Latency 1 cycle / 8 cycles (512KB)

I-TLB 4-way, 128 entries
D-TLB 4-way, 256 entries

Memory Bus 200MHz, 8B wide
Memory Latency X-5-5-5 (core clocks)

X depends on page status
CAS latency 20 mem bus clocks

Pre-charge latency (RP) 7 mem bus clocks
RAS-to-CAS (RCD) latency 7 mem bus clocks

Table 4: Processor model parameters

10MB.
Within our security software framework, we implemented

a simple software security monitor based on our prior de-
scription. The program receives snooped monitor traces
from the other processor through designated I/O ports. Upon
the receipt of a new instruction, the monitor first verifies the
code origin against recorded code page attributes. Informa-
tion of the application code space is determined by the res-
urrectee and posted to the resurrector through the shared
FIFO queue. Applications are distinguished according to in-
formation in the CR3 control register which is used to store
the physical address of a process’s page table. It is unique
for each process. An instruction sent to the resurrector is
paired with the CR3 value so that the resurrector can decide
which set of informations should be used for security check.
Alternatively, the trace information can be tagged with its
process ID. As a result, the resurrector’s monitoring pro-
gram decides whether the instruction is a function call or a
control transfer instruction based on the opcode. For con-
trol transfer, the program uses recorded application symbol
table, function export/import lists to verify the legitimacy
of the control transfer. Mechanism of memory state check-
pointing and rollback is implemented in both the Bochs and
the performance simulator. We also integrated an accurate
DRAM model [16] to improve the system memory modeling,
in which bank conflicts, page miss, row miss are all modeled
based on the PC SDRAM specification. The processor pa-
rameters are listed in Table 4.

Six popular open source network server applications were
used: file transfer server (ftp daemon), web server (apache
http daemon), email sever (imap daemon), domain name
server (bind daemon), mail transmission server (sendmail),
and network file system server (nfs daemon). All server ap-
plications are executed as standalone daemons.

4.1 Security Evaluation
The effectiveness of using code origin, return address, and

control flow restriction to detect real world remote exploit
attacks and server fault is extensively tested and verified in
[20] using a security monitor implemented inside a dynamic
binary code rewriter. Though INDRA’s monitor implemen-
tation is different from [20], both schemes check the same
types of information. The idea of recovering server appli-
cations on per request basis by repairing the damages has
been validated by a number of recent studies [27, 28]. All
the studies used real world exploits and showed that typi-
cal network applications can effectively recover from faults
induced by remote exploit attacks on per network request
basis.

We also validated our recovery approach using a set of
real exploits against the selected popular server applica-
tions. Exploit codes or scripts are collected from various
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Figure 9: L1 instruction cache miss rate
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Figure 10: Effectiveness of Code Origin Check Fil-
tering

hackers’ websites or security agent websites.6 Particularly,
we launched remote exploit attacks targeted for the fol-
lowing server vulnerability, CVE documented attack CAN-
2003-0651 [1] on HTTP server, exploit (VU#196945) [4] on
bind daemon, documented exploits (CAN-2003-0466) [1] on
FTP server, and documented exploit (CAN-2004-0640) [1]
on SSLtelnet daemon. Experiment shows that INDRA can
detect and recover from these exploit attacks.

4.2 Performance
One major difference between INDRA and other per-request

based self-recovery approaches is INDRA’s efficiency in mon-
itoring and memory state recovery. We wrote a set of scripts
to automatically send network requests to the simulated
platform and handle the responses. For DNS service, the
script sends a sequence of queries to the server. For FTP,
the script automatically logs in into the simulated machine,
downloads and uploads a few files. For imap, a python script
is used to automatically authenticate and check new emails.
For http, wget is used to download a set of web pages from
the simulated server recursively. For sendmail, a shell script
is used to automatically send a sequence of text mail files to
the server continuously. For NFS, a shared file directory in
the simulated machine is mounted by the simulation host.
NFS is tested with a script that first copies a whole direc-
tory of Apache html manual files to the simulated server
then copies them back to the client.

4.2.1 Monitor
We evaluated the time overhead required to complete the

service requests for the six network applications. We imple-
mented a network packet dump module inside our simulator
so that it can produce a trace of network packets that help
identify each packet’s receiving and sending time by the sim-
ulated server. The results are based on five runs of the test
scripts. As aforementioned, code origin check workload is

6They include www.securiteam.com, www.insecure.org, and
www.k-otik.com.
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Figure 11: Monitoring Overhead
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proportional to the IL1 miss rate. Figure 9 shows the IL1
miss rates. As can be seen, the miss rates are relatively low.
Figure 10 shows the percentage of code origin checks af-
ter using the simple page address filtering mechanism. The
filter CAM removes the majority of redundant code origin
checks. According to the figure, on average, 92% and 95% of
the code origin checks can be waived with a 32 and 64-entry
filter CAM, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the service response time overhead with
monitoring against a system without monitoring support.
Overheard due to backup and rollback are not accounted for
and will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. As suggested by the
results, INDRA monitoring incurs only a small percentage
of performance degradation.

Another factor that affects the performance of INDRA
is the size of the request FIFO between the resurrectee and
the resurrector. Figure 12 shows average normalized request
response time with 16, 32, and 64 entries of monitor request
FIFO. As indicated by the results, a queue of 16 request
entries is too small and it could cause extra stall of the
resurrectee cores. When it is increased to 32 or more, the
performance starts to saturate.

4.2.2 State Backup and Recovery
Figure 13 shows the average instruction count between
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Figure 14: Slowdown using traditional memory vir-
tual checkpointing
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Figure 15: Percentage of backup dirty lines

two back-to-back requests. The numbers are in the range
from hundreds of thousands to millions of instructions. Since
the interval is relatively short, using traditional memory
checkpointing schemes will incur intolerable overhead. Fig-
ure 14 shows the slowdown of response time if dirty memory
pages are backed up using the conventional memory virtual
checkpointing. Most of the overhead is due to the frequent
page-to-page memory copying. Figure 15 suggests that the
dynamic number of cache lines that require backup over all
the modified lines is relatively small, showing that INDRA’s
delta page based backup can be orders of magnitude more
efficient.

Figure 16 shows the results of service response time slow-
down for two configurations. The left bar shows the slow-
down caused by monitoring and backup, while the right bar
shows the slowdown when a rollback is needed for every
other network request. The results indicate that both IN-
DRA’s memory backup and rollback are more efficient than
the page copy based checkpointing scheme shown in Fig-
ure 14. The only outlier is bind (DNS) having a more than
2x slowdown. The reasons are twofold. First, the interval
(150,000 instructions) is much shorter than the others as
shown in Figure 13. Second, the number of dirty lines is also
much higher in Figure 15. As shown by our results, INDRA
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Figure 16: Slowdown by backup and rollback

is suitable for recovering server applications from frequent
maliciously induced faults with reasonable overhead.

5. RELATEDWORK
We discuss related work on the area of automatic service

recovery from faults caused by remote exploit attacks. Stud-
ies of recovery from transient fault, random circuitry fault
or hardware design fault [6, 15, 21, 25] are different issues
because faults caused by remote exploit attacks often have
different characteristics and require different recovery ap-
proach as described earlier. INDRA is also different in both
solution and purpose from the studies of software rejuve-
nation that are aimed to solve software reliability problems
caused by software aging [17].

5.1 Exploit Detection
Compiler techniques such as StackGuard [12] have been

developed to detect buffer overflow attacks. Another tech-
nique called program shepherding [20] uses binary inter-
preter to prevent an attack from executing injected codes.
In [13, 31], hardware support for tracking information flow
is proposed for preventing external untrusted information
from being executed as code or used as function pointers.
Most of those techniques focus on intrusion detection only
and does not provide means for swift recovery like what IN-
DRA does.

5.2 Recovery

5.2.1 Traditional Recovery
Traditional error recovery terminates faulty applications

or reboots the entire system. Many techniques have been
proposed to speed up the reboot process including recent
study on microreboot [9]. INDRA is different from these
solutions because it attempts to maintain the service avail-
ability by recovering it from crash or corrupted states with-
out reboot or disruption to the legitimate users.

5.2.2 Reactive Immune System and DIRA
[27] uses instrumented applications and program emula-

tion to discover and fix faulty or vulnerable server software.
Another approach called DIRA [28] was proposed for ser-
vice recovery by repairing damaged memory states based on
memory log obtained by instrumenting application source
codes. The approaches in [27, 28] implement intrusion mon-
itor and service recovery at the application level which re-
lies on the availability of the application itself. This kind
of design severely limits the effectiveness of service recovery
because the applications themselves are vulnerable to direct
remote exploits.

5.2.3 Reliability and Security Engine
[21] presents a study, called RSE, using dedicated hard-

ware modules and logic for detecting various faults including
both buffer overflow based and transient faults. RSE can
recover processor pipeline from many transient faults. How-
ever, the nature of faults induced through remote exploits
requires some special treatment which is absent in RSE’s
checkpointing and recovery approach.

5.2.4 Memory State Recovery
Memory state backup and recovery have been studied ex-

haustively in the past using designs such as virtual check-
pointing, on-chip history file, on-chip checkpoint buffer, mem-
ory update stack, and etc [30, 8, 29]. However, as we
have discussed before, due to some unique properties of
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remote attack induced memory error or corruption, many
of the efficient memory state recovery techniques designed
for recovering from miss-branch prediction, transient fault,
or miss-speculation are not directly applicable to the cases
of swift recovery of damaged network services. First, the
inter-request execution window for network server applica-
tions is too large for micro-level checkpointing, in the range
of millions of instructions or even more. Second, recovery
of network applications involves possible system resource re-
allocation and recovery. Third, to fight against DoS attacks,
INDRA has to provide both high speed state back up and
high speed frequent rollback. The proposed INDRA recov-
ery scheme is sufficient for such purpose.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present INDRA — a framework that in-

tegrates novel security mechanisms into the emerging mul-
ticore platform to provide highly available, revivable, and
continuous services in the face of remote network attacks
and network attacks induced memory errors. The frame-
work also introduces a new configurable programming model
to address dependability concerns in the enterprising com-
puting domain using multicore systems. In contrast to the
previous research conducted on software-based recovery, IN-
DRA creates a remote attack immune hardware sandbox
based on asymmetric configuration among different cores to
create a solid insulation against malicious exploits. Cores
configured as the resurrectors perform monitoring and intro-
spection for service applications running on the resurrectee
cores. Furthermore, INDRA proposes a novel delta backup
scheme for resurrectees to enable high speed recovery when
an attack or a fault is detected by their resurrector. As
shown in our experiments, INDRA not only provides better
dependability and availability for high performance produc-
tion servers hosting high volume networked services but also
facilitates a fast backup and recovery mechanism that shows
a substantial improvement against the conventional check-
pointing schemes.
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